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We have the experience, enthusiasm and motivation required 

to offer friends of adventure: nature, sport, sea, tradition, wine, 

gastronomy and luxury, everything they may desire in Spain.
• We believe we are your best DMC in Spain because we are attentive specialists in dealing with companies, their

employees and customers. We are “final providers” so we do not depend on others to create our experiences.

• We organize surprising, creative, innovative and enjoyable experiences using the resources of the chosen

destination. Enotourism, 4x4 tours, gymkhanas, gastronomy, ocean races, helicopter flights, shows, native sports

exhibitions, etc ... Destinations that we know very well thanks to our TV Show

• We take care of every single detail. Business or corporate meetings; Launching of new products; Conferences;

Exhibitions; Customer loyalty management programmes; Celebrations and anniversaries; Institutional events;

food or craft fairs, Corporate social networking, etc.

• We have offices in Rioja, Basque Country, Andalusia, Madrid and Barcelona. As a travel agency we can design a

complete programme by adding transport, accommodation or any other thing that may be needed to turn your

experience into unforgettable memories.

“We make dreams come true, miracles take a little longer"
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Spain is full of contrasts. North and South are very different, so are East and West. Different
landscapes, traditions, culture, activities. Much more than just sun and beach.

Exclusive experiences in Spain

You will take part in different activities:
San Fermin’s fiestas (with the running
of the bulls), Easter week in Seville, the
“Battle of Wine” in Rioja or “La
Tomatina” in Valencia.

You will learn the secrets of the
most famous Spanish chefs in
inspiring masterclasses or enjoy
gastronomy in incredible venues
like castles, manor houses, wine
caves…

Be part of a “Castellet”, fish tuna
with the Almadraba technique”,
dress as a “blusa” in Vitoria or
dance flamenco in Andalusia.

Abseil down the highest cascade in
Spain, pair wine, history and
landscapes in an “off road” vehicle;
or play “Jai Alai”, a sort of “Basque
hand ball game”.

Walk to Santiago (following
the Way of Saint James),
harvest grapes in a vineyard,
visit wineries and even make
your own wine or beer.



This project is related to the story of some old retired pirates that living in wine regions
decided to start an amazing trip to The East. They took all their bottles of wine with them,
but unfortunately some of them fell into the sea. And now we do wonder… what
happened to this wine? if we found it, Would it be still suitable for drinking?

Sail, dive or walk all over the cliffs to
find the bottles that remain aging in the
Basque shores; there, you will love the
landscapes, gastronomy, pintxos, any of
the extraordinary adventures around
the Basque tradition.

These locations, that are very well

conected to Madrid and Bilbao, will

make a difference to you.

The experience of Wine & Sea will take

you 3, 4 or 7 days, the time to

discover all the best things in the

Basque Country, Rioja and Ribera del

Duero. An unforgettable trip around

these regions and coastlines.

Visit our wineries in Rioja and taste our
unique wines or if you dare, try our
“escape room” in a cellar, and many more
fascinating things to discover.

A superb visit to our winery in

Ribera del Duero, enjoy its local

traditions, and for sure taste their

typical and delicious “Roast Lamb”.

Wine & Sea. A unique project



The Basque Country (Euskadi) is located in northern Spain. Renowned worldwide for its cuisine and unique
traditions. The Basque Country offers a huge diversity of habits and cultural experiences, very well reflected all over
its geography.

There we organaize
gymkhanas, workshops
and exhibitions
related to Pelota
Vasca (Jai Alai), rural
sports (Herri Kirolak), “
Txalaparta” and
“Trikitrixa” (musical
instruments), typical
regional dances,
gastronomy, “pintxos”
and all those things
which characterizes
this region.

The Guggenheim Museum in

Bilbao, “La Concha” beach in San

Sebastián, Vitoria’s Cathedral,

the Salt Valley in Añana,

the Suspension Bridge in Bizkaia,

the Flysch; the «pintxos»,

Michelin star restaurants,

Txakolí and wine from Rioja

Alavesa… Exceptional landscapes

that combine sea and

mountains, tradition and modern

times.

Our bestselling activities are:

gymkhanas (different types),

off-road tours, ocean boat

trips, exhibitions of local

traditions, tours around La

Rioja area, unique events in

wineries, and our escape

room in a cellar.

SPECIALLY IN THE BASQUE COUNTRY & RIOJA

For us, Rioja is the most beautiful
wine territory in Spain and for that
reason we run different wineries
that allow us to organise any kind of
event there.



SPECIALLY IN ANDALUSÍA

We organise different flamenco activities, tailor-
made for you: shows where the audience can
participate and dance, rhythm workshops,
having “tapas” in the famous “tabancos” in
Jerez… combining them with wine tasting in a
cellar and ham cutter events, etc.

Visiting “El Rocío” is worthwhile.
It is a genuine village where time
has stopped. There are not
traffic lights or roads; just more
horses than cars. An outstanding
landscape.

Warm weather, beaches, flamenco, prosciutto, olive oil, sherry wine… are some of the most representative things of Andalusia. “El Rocío”,
the Carnival in Cadiz, Easter and the April Fair in Seville or the fair in Malaga are some of the area’s most famous festivals. These are an
example of our best selling activities

The “Almadraba” is one of the most
amazing and traditional fishing
techniques in Spain. You will take part in
the activities of fishing tuna on one of
these boats. Even help fishermen to
asemble the nets to catch the fish.

Talking about horses in Andalusia is
the same as talking about art. You will
visit the stables where these beautiful
animals are bred and trained, you will
enjoy the show for sure. A real and
authentic Andalucian festival.

The “despesque” is a unique tradition in Europe,
carried out only in the province of Cádiz. A fishing
method introduced here by the Romans in the first
century, and known as ”pesca en estero” (fishing in
salt flats), here you will have the chance to take part in
it as well.



Spanish gastronomy is one of the best in the world; there are almost 75 wine regions;
Spain is the biggest olive oil producer in the world… So gastronomy is the best excuse to
visit Spain.

Wine tourism & gastronomy

Wine tourism is not only visiting wineries, it
is enjoying a place, its traditions, culture and
landscape. We run the tourism department
of different wineries so we can organise any
kind of event or activity in them.

You will pair wine with food,
music or even the stars. You will
play “masterchef” in a vineyard
or even produce your own wine.

“Pintxos” in the Basque Country,
“tapas” in Madrid, Andalusia or
Barcelona; Michelin Star
Restaurants and showcooking, as
well as food trucks events on the
coast.

Picnics and barbecues, Yoga in

vineyards, gastronomic festivals, and of

course, visits to wineries; but only to

those ones that have something to tell.
Not only wine but olive oil,
ham, beer and lots of typical
Spanish products.



Spanish beaches are famous because of their excellent weather conditions, perfect
waves to practise any water sports, activities in rivers like: Kayaking and boatrips too.

Kayaking in the sea or in a river or even
playing “Basket Kayak”, a basket match
but in the wáter, rowing kayaks using
the paddles like arms and baskets as
your goal. A funny game that depends
of course on the weather conditions .

We own sailboats and yachts that

allow us to offer both boatrips and

ocean races. An ocean race is a

competition in which captains

teach their teams how to manage a

boat. A real but not extreme

competition to test your skills.

Spanish Coast and Rivers

Let us organise your event on the

beach, a combination of sport and

gastronomy; music and good spirits;

sun and landscapes; sunrises or

sunsets.

Underwater diving to enjoy the seafloor,
swimming with dolphins and practising
“coastering” in the cliffs.

Surfing, windsurfing, kitesurfing,
flyboarding, waterskiing, coastering and
every activity you can imagine.



NATURE IN SPAIN

Orientation gymkhanas specially designed for
you: a challenge in which participants, divided
into smaller teams, will have to follow the hints
to discover the final destination. Before getting
each hint the team will have to pass a test.

Spectacular tours in off-road
vehicles. Combining roads,
mountains and culture.

Spanish landscapes are really amazing. Mountains, valleys, vineyards, olive trees… Depending on
the region you will certainly enjoy awsome experiences.

Strolls, bikes, Segways, quad tours, Via ferratas,
photography tours, workshops, caving, airsoft, paintball,
karts, archery, rock climbing and death slides

Teambuilding activities, and
different challenges created
according to the interests and
characteristics of the
participants, as well as the
weather conditions and the
size of the group.

Balloon and helicopter flights, paragliding 
and parachuting.


